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Summary

The optimizatioa

procedure is adapted to tech-

nical limitations,

and lit is focused on real-

presented

here, the most

of

COIll-

ent alternatives,

to define a criterion for evaluating

and choosing

related to another quantity easier to evaluate.
An evaluation

tion criterion isa decision-making

is given, limiting parameters
are defined,

and. finally,

1. Recognition

of a need.

3. Creation of alternative

optimization techniques and

solution.

4. Selection of alternatives.

optimum gear de ign, it is necessary to intro-

. earching

for the opti mum

elution

is a

in this case a gear set. can be represented by a

technique that can become very cumber orne,

model where all the physical

but basically it can be described as foUows:

approximately

reproduced.

propertie

are

I. The selection

And in most ca e .

the system model can be expressed as a mathmodel is a model that rep-

resents a system by mathematical relationships,
parameters,

system

constraints,

and

be minimized
expressed

of a set of constraints,

in terms of the design

A summary

A mechanical system can be modelled for two

treatment

behavior, The second reason is to obtain a design.

related next.

by its geometric configura-

variables,

III most cases. there is more than one solua mechanical

ystem.

of the formal

of the optimization

mathematical
procedure

is

Mathematical Definition of OpUmization
Assume that the design variables are named

used. and the task it perform .

tion when de igning

or maximized;

3. The determination

reasons, The first is to evaluate or analyze its

tion. the material

;

which must be satisfied by any design.

relations.

A design is defined

to

in terms of the design variables. which. hould

and it can be divided into system variables,
system

et of variables

2, The selection of an objective expressed

A mathematical

mathematical

of a

de cribe the design alternative

ematical model,

TfCHp,jOLOGY

model.

2. Statement of the problem,

duce certain concepts, Any mechanical sy. tern,

GEAR

model, called

The design procedure has four steps:

lntruduetlon
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model that includes an evalua-

an optimization

a

graphic method i. described.
Beforedefining

alternative

the best on ' Cost has to be

rnon optimization techniques are described. Afto be optimized

t

and the purpo e of the tudyi

terwards, a description of some of the functions
and restrictions

the "be

A. de ign can be modified to generate differ-

procedure for de igning optimum helical gears.

world cases. To ernpha ize the applicability

for selecting

solution" must be e tablished,

The aim of thi. article i to show a practical

the procedure

a criterion

c.

xI'

XZ' .TJ, ••. xn,

and that they can be arranged into

a vector x, It is also assumed that the de ign

variables are real number.
optimizatioahas

The objective of the

of the design variables. The constraints are clas-

1.4

sified as equality and inequality constraints. They

.S?

also have to be functions of x, Therefore, the

1
u
S 0.8

constraints of the design must be expressed as:
h(x) '" 0' for equality constraints
g(x)

-

J2

0:
0

u

< 0 for inequality constraints

Re uming the optimization problem, it can
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g are vectors representing several

constraint functions ..
There are some cases where the designer
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vidual optimization function into a global function if'possible. The otheraltemative
late the optimization
min F(x)
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problem as
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But. this alternative may lead to

an erroneous

solution, since the weighting values are selected
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Depending on each particular optimization

problem, there win be a mathematical
for the proposed

model.

model has a mathematical

solution

To prove that the
solution,

several

optimum is always at the boundaries,
It is very important to point out that the
design functions of gear sets behave monotoni-

concepts

cally. Examples of this behavior are shown ill

win be extended when explainingthe graphi-

Figs. [-3 where the contact ratio isplotted agai nst

cal optimization

pressure angle, pinion teeth number, and helix

aspects

can be formulated.

These

method.

I. Solution Domain. It is the i alated region
within the space solution
variables.

The boundaries

defined

by the x

of the solution do-

angle. If the objective function is the contact
ratio, and the independent

variable is the helix

angle, from Fig. 3 it. can be said that the opti-

main are the inequality constraints . Any point

mum is at the upper value of the helix angle.

inside the isolated region represents a solution

Graphical OpUmizatioD Technique
for Helical G,ears

for the design problem, but only one must be

in previous sections, the optimum design of

selected as the optimum,
2. Boundaries. They are represented by the

mechanical

systemshas

been briefly defined,
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found at the boundaries of the solution domain ..

3.

MonotollY. This is a property of certain

the world, and many papers and articles have
been pubhshed

regarding

this subject. Opti-

functions that for an increment of the indepen-

mum gear design has the particularity

dent variables, x produces an increment or dec-

problem has different objective functions, con-

rement of the function. This property can be

straints, and parameters;

exploited

because it can be proved that in a

monotonic function bounded by a constraint, the

thus, it is not possible

to define a unique procedure
optimum gears.

that each

for designing
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A more genera] way of searching for the
optimum was studied, and a simpler optimization technique was developed.

The algorithms

and

describedas noise and perhaps cost. Therefore,

Method, Box's Method, Johnson's

etc., can be very difficult to apply

2. Definition

the mathematical

]1'1

the automobile

indus-

model for the optimization

problem will be more complex.
The relation between the objective function
and the mathematic al model is determined based

L Definition ofthe objective function based

on the designer's

judgment

Some of these relationships
of the gear design variables

and parameters,

and experience.
are:

Cost> Teeth Number, Face Width, Cutting
Machine Settings, Surface Finishing. etc.

3.. Identification

of the design constraints,

4. Construction of the solution domain with

Noise> Contact Ratio, Teeth Number. etc.
independent

Variables and Parameters. The

gea:r design software instead of by construct-

list of variables for designing a gear set is very

ing the mathematical

large. In the examples presented in this article.

model. with an optimiza-

tion program.

the independent

5. Graphical representation

of the solution

variables are pinion teeth num-

ber, helix angle.andpressure

angle. The depen-

design region and conduct of a search for the

dent variables are pinion and gear pining and

optimum point. Once tile graphical representa-

bending stresses, contact ratio, length of action.

tion o:f the solution domain is obtained,

tangential

the

location of the optimum is very simple.
The idea of a graphical solution is simple and

velocity .• critical

scoring

number,

andlor speed ratio and center distance,

The

parameters are material properties, transmitted

easy to handle, First of all, the solution doma:in

power,

is all known, and the selection of the boundaries

AGMA quality level, and/or speed ratio and

(constraints) and objective function can be
reordinated using a general purpose graphics

center distance.

program. The optimization

define the boundaries

can be conducted

de ign factors

Constraints.

(stress

Constraints

multipl iers)

are variable.

and almost any solution of an optimum

zation with more independent variables can be

design lies

in pairs.

leaving the fest of them as parameters).
Objective Function. In optimum gear de ign,
the objective functioncan

be a single function or

several functions, depending

011

each applica-

that

of the solution domain,

with one or two independen:l variables (optirniobtained by grouping the variables

gear

ina boundary. Typical constraints

are the minimum life due to bending or pitting
stresses, the maximum allowable scoring number, the minimum

contact ratio, the AGMA

quality level, etc ..

Solution Domain. Once the independent

tion and each particular case. For instance, the

and dependent variables and the parameters are

objective function that seems to be most logical

determined, and the constraints are defined, the

is cost. But cost is affected by different para:m-

solution domain can be constructed

eters, and the engineering definition of cost can

all the calculations

performed

by storing

with a design

be expressed in different ways. For example.an

software into a database. The data can be ar-

objective function will be to reduce the manu-

ranged for producing plots of the solution do-

facturing cost. This can be achieved by design-

main, Fig. 4 shows an example of a solutioa

ing a gear set modifying only the helix angle:

domain. Then a 3D plot of the behavior of the

therefore, the manufacturing

cost win depend

objective function can be obtained, as shown in

on]y on the settings of the cutring machine ..Or

Fig. 5. In this example, the objective function is

the solution will depend not only on the helix

the maximization

angle. but on the teeth number, speed ratio,

and the optimum is located at the intersection of

of the pinion bending life,

materials, heat treatment, etc., and the optimiza-

the maximum pressure angle and the minimum

tion will be more complex.

contact ratio limit. Fig. 6 shows another ex-

The definition
Y

calculations

Projection

on real. needs,

H N 0 LOG

time-consuming

try. for example, objective functions might be

model for gear design. The technique presented

TEe

to reduce

problem statements.

here is based on

EAR

to be identified as precisely as possible, in order

specially developed for optimum design, such

because of the complexity of the mathematical

(l,

and it has

as the Reduced Gradient Method" the Gradient
Method,o-2l
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the starting point of the optimization,

of tile objective function is

ample where the independent

variables are the

pinion teeth number and the pres ureangle,
and the objective function is the contact ratio.

Solution Domain

Searching the Optimum. After the olution
domain is defined and the database is fined in,
the identification

of the optimum

is a quite

simple task. First, define the objective

tion within the dependent
select

variables.

up to two independent

generating

the plots.

Second,

variables

The optimum

030

vari-

24

Pressure Angle

18

by blocks of information;

in

other words, by isolating small. regions of the

Helix Angle

12

can be located directly

from the plot. If the databa e is large, the data
can be analyzed

0.5

for

Plot the optimization

function with respect. to the independent
able.

Objective
Function

func-

Fig. 4
Variation of Pinion Bending Life

solution domain.
If the gear design problem

was defined

with more than two independent

variables,

IE+ 12

the former procedure can be used by isolating

IE+ 10

two of the independent

variable

rest of them as parameters,

optimum

.keeping

the

and locating

the

IE + OgLife in
IE+ 06 Cycles
, 10,000

for the reduced solution domain.

Then with the two independent

define the optimum as parameters,

repeat the

search using another two variables.

and so on

This procedure

100

variables that

may seem quite complicated,

but with a general purpose database program,

Helix Angle
Fig. 5
Variation of Contact Ratio

i.t is simphfied ..
Example J. The definition of the problem is
a follow :
Objective

function -

Maximize

the con-

Contact Ratio

tact ratio for a minimum cost.

2

In this case, cost is related to those parameters

1.5

that can be modified without affecting the production cost. The helix angle, for instance, has to
be set up on the cutting machine. therefore, a

0.5

modification on its value affects the characteris-

o

tic of the design without modifying the cost of
the gear. Therefore, only two independent vari-

ables are selected: helix and pressure angles.
According

to the de igner's

Teeth Number

Fig..6
Variation of Contact Ratio

criterion and

application of the design, the parameters mustbe
established ..For this example, the parameters are
Speed ratio

6

2

Normal Diametral Pitch

]Q

Pinion Teeth Number

40

Contact
Ratio

2.6

3

Addendum Proportions

Normal

2

AGMA Quality Level

10

Face Width

Material Properties

BHN
Sat

=

180

= 25,000

psi

Sac:= 85,000 psi

E

= 30 X ]06

Fig. 7

0

I

29

Pressure Angle

i

27

27 3D

8 21 24 1 0

Helix Angle

Eliminating the parameters from the design

Variation of Gear Bending Life

functions, the dependent variables are obtained:
Center
Life lin Cycles
lE+

12

IE+ 10

I

gear teeth number,

pitting

stress, bending stress, scoring number, pitting
life, bending life.
The constraints are defined by the designer.

IE+08

and the limiting values are imposed from each

IE+06

particular application. In this case, the inequal-

10,000

ity constraints

100

are

Critical Scoring Number < 20,000
Contact Ratio 1.2

29

27

Pressure Angle

distance,

25 23 I

1 X 101

Bending Life>

I

Helix Angle

Pitting Life>

Fig. 8

1 X 107

Helix Angle 45°
Variation of Pinion Pitting Life

14,5° < Pressure Angle < 28°
The equality constraints
Life in Cycles
1,000,000
100,000
10,000
1,000
100

10

are aU the appli-

cation factors for calculating pitting and bendIt is important

ing stresses.
the stress
material

]8

not limited

stresses.

to a minimum

Instead,

to point out that
to the allowable
the life is limited

value.

All the possible solutions were calculated
with gear design software, and they were stored
into a general purpose graphics program, The
program generates plots of the calculated vari-

Pressure angle

Helix. Angle

Fig. 9

ables. The results were plotted as shown in
Figs. 7, 8, and 9. Fig. 7 shows the variation of
the contact ratio as a function of the indepen-

Variation of Contact Ratio

dent variables.

This can be seen the solution

domain and the location of the optimum, From
Contact Ratio

thi figure, it can be rated that the optimum is
found at the point where the helix angle equals

6

45° and the pressure angle equals 15°,
Figs. 8 and 9 show the behavior of gear

4

bending

life and pinion pitting life. At this

point, the designer must take into consideration
2

Teeth Number

the particular application of the gear set, If the
failure criterion

o

will be the point with maximum contact
Helix Angle

F.ig•.lO

is pitting. then the optimum

ratio. If

the failure criterion is bending, then the optimum will be at the point the helix angle equals

30°, and! the pressure angle equals 28°. If the
design must satisfy both criteria, tile designer
should select the most restrictive solution.
Example 2. The definition of the problem is

Teeth Number

Helix Angle

Fig U
e.

20

G EA R TEe

lE+ 13
lE+ 12
lE+ 1I
lE+ 10
lE+09
10,000.000
10,000,000

H NOLOGY

as follows:
Objective functi.on-

Maximize the contact

ratio and bending life. In this case, instead of the
pressure angle, the influence of the pinion teeth
number is studied,
Independent

Variables -

helix angle and

teeth number. The design definition is about the

same as in Example I.

Variation of Pinion Pitting Life

The parameters are:
2

Speed ratio
Normal Diametral Pitch

10

Pressure Angle

2'0°

life in Cycles

Face Width

2.6

Addendum Proportions

Normal

AHMA Quality Level

1,000;000,000

1'0

Material Properties

100,1)00,00{)

BHN :; 180
Sat= 25,000 psi
Sac = 85.,'00'0 psi
E ;;;;;30

X

10,000.000
54

52

5°48

106

Eliminating the parameters from the design func-

46

44

Teeth Number

4240

1,000,000
38 36

tions, the dependent variables are obtained:

34

Dependent Variables

Fig. 12

Center Distance

mum lies at an allowable

Gear Teeth Number

3230

Helix. Angle

280

solution.

Conclusions

Pitting Stress

A simple procedure for optimum gear design

Bending Stress

was presented. The procedure is adjustable for

Scoring Number

the optimization

Pitting Life

tive functions,

Bending Life
The constraints are defined by the designer,

of any combination

of objec-

and it allows the designer

impose actual restrictions.

to

Besides, it is not

and the limiting values are imposed from each

necessary

particular application. In th:i:scase, the inequality

complicted optimization techniques. Also, this

constraints are:

procedure does not require special optimization

lemcan be solved by generating with a gear

< 20,00'0

Critical Scoring Number

].2

design software plots of the solution domain.

1 x 107

The location of the optimum is simple, and itcan

Contact Ratio>

Pitting Life 1 x 107

be determined visually from the plot or review-

Helix Angle < 30°

ing the data.

Pinion Teeth Number>
The equality constraints

Graphical optimization gives an overview of

6

are the same as in

The solution domain was calculated
software

program,

with a

and all the

data were stored into a general purpose graphics program. The results were plotted as shown
in Figs. 10-12. Fig. 1'0 shows the variation

of

the contact ratio as a function of the independent variables.

The solution domain is seen,

and the optimum

is located along the line for

the value of helix angle equal to 3'0° The
objective

function

the bending
bending

the entire problem and allows the designer to
identify the optimum solution without compli-

Example 1.
gear design

of

programs. Any gear design optimization prob-

Constraints

Bending Life>

to have a deep understanding

was the contact ratio and

life. Therefore,

life is plotted

the behavior

in Fig, II,

of

and the

optimum value is located at the point the helix
angle equals 3'0° and 34 teeth. To verify that
this solution is in agreement

with the pitting

life, Fig. 12 shows the behavior of pitting life.
From this figure, it is verified

that the opti-

cated interpretation
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